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1.	 Performance Warranty ( 12 Months or 5000 burning hours )
1.1	 Sundaya warrants that lamps are build up from high-grade materials which guarantees a service 
life of the lamps of at least twelve (12) month or five-thousand (5000) burning hours after delivery to the 
customer, provided that the following conditions are met :

A. Lamps are only used in combination with the "Solar Generator" or other type of controller, which 
guarantees that the lamp will never be operated at voltages lower than 11 VDC or voltages higher 
than 15 VDC.

B. Lamp has been installed using proper cables and installation materials, which guarantees that the 
voltages at the lamp terminal is in no case lower than 0.5 volt below the voltage at the Controller 
output terminal.

C. Lamp has been installed in properly protected environment; not in direct contact with sunlight and 
weather influences.

1.2	 In case lamp fails because of the conditions as mentioned in this clause under A, B and C 
Sundaya will supply additional lamps or spare parts (excluding lamp tubes ). The warranty for such 
additional or replaced lamps is limited to the remaining original warranty period. If the originally supplied 
lamp type is no longer produced or no longer produced in series, the current standard lamps with at 
least similar technical specifications or spare parts will be supplied as additional or replacement lamps.

2.	 Warranty Exemptions
2.1	 The Performance Warranty under 1. does not apply for lamps which in the estimate of Sundaya 
were exposed to misuse or negligent handling, accident, water damage, lightning damage, insect " 
invasion", For major, or were damaged or destroyed by manipulations or incorrect  installation 
application, operation voltages, storage, transportation or handling, or were exposed to manipulations by 
a third party. The warranty terminates if batch numbers or serial numbers or identification-marks were 
manipulated or if it is not possible to identify them correctly for other reasons.

2.2 	 The warranty does neither cover the cost of transportation for the return of lamps nor for the 
additional shipment of replaced lamps. Furthermore, the warranty does not cover the cost for installation 
or reinstallation of the lamps.

2.3	 Any further claims, particularly for damages resulting form or in connection with the performance 
warranty as well as for indirect and consequential damages, shall be excluded.

3.	 Lamp Tube / Bulb Breakage
	 Due to production quality, which ensures that the breakage of glass of the Tube / Bulb occurs 
only as a result of external influence and, therefore this is not covered under any warranty.
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